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Rethinking Criminalization of HIV Exposure
— Lessons from California’s New Legislation
Y. Tony Yang, Sc.D., LL.M., M.P.H., and Kristen Underhill, J.D., D.Phil.

L

aws that criminalize certain
behaviors on the basis of the
person’s HIV status have long been
challenged as ineffective prevention measures that harm public
health. They are nevertheless widespread: according to the Center for
HIV Law and Policy, 34 states have
HIV-specific criminal statutes, and
23 have applied more general laws
(e.g., against assault with a deadly
weapon) in order to criminalize
HIV exposure. Most of these laws
don’t reflect current evidence regarding protective factors such
as antiretroviral treatment (ART),
and many encompass behaviors
that carry negligible risk.
California is now breaking from
these precedents. In October 2017,
Governor Jerry Brown signed SB
239, which reduces the criminal
charges associated with exposing a
sexual partner to HIV without disclosing one’s HIV status. In place
of former felony charges, California will impose misdemeanor
charges that carry a maximum of
6 months of jail time and will
reserve penalties for intentional
disease transmission. The law also
repeals felony charges for solicitation (prostitution) by people who
have tested positive for HIV, and
it decriminalizes their donation
of blood or tissue.
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The strongest arguments for
criminalizing HIV exposure emphasize two functions of criminal
law: retribution and deterrence.
But emerging evidence casts doubt
on both those justifications. The
justification for criminalizing HIV
exposure for the purpose of retribution is that such behavior is
morally blameworthy. If we follow
this rationale, the defendant’s state
of mind is important. Most HIVspecific statutes, however, omit
intent to infect as a condition of
the offense — simply being aware
of one’s HIV status is enough to
warrant a penalty. Such laws also
do little to differentiate among
reasons for nondisclosure (e.g.,
fears of partner violence, or economic necessity for sex workers),
and they often impose heavy
penalties for conduct that poses
slim risks of infection or about
which there is substantial moral
ambiguity.1 Retribution is particularly inappropriate for behaviors
that have virtually no capacity to
transmit infection, and prevention
tools for HIV-positive people (e.g.,
ART) have reclassified many activities as lower risk.
Evidence also indicates that
penalties associated with HIVspecific statutes are unevenly imposed on the basis of race and
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sex. In California, for example,
black and Latino people compose
half the population of people with
HIV but two thirds of defendants
in HIV-criminalization cases; black
women, in particular, account
for only 4% of the state’s HIVpositive population but 21% of
these cases.2 Moreover, among
people arrested for HIV-related
crimes, white men were released
and not charged in 61% of incidents, as compared with 44% of
incidents for black women, 39%
for white women, and 38% for
black men. Discriminatory enforcement of HIV-criminalization
statutes compounds injustices
based on race, sex, and socioeconomic status, and it undermines
the retributivist rationale for HIV
criminalization.
Judged against the goal of
deterrence, HIV-specific statutes
haven’t been successful, and they
may detract from more effective
prevention efforts such as advances in treatment and blood-supply
screening. Past analyses have
found that neither the presence
of an HIV-criminalization statute
nor people’s awareness of it affects
their views regarding responsibility for HIV transmission.1 These
statutes therefore may not affect
moral calculations for people mak-
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ing disclosure decisions. And although awareness of the law and
fear of prosecution have been associated with earlier disclosure of
serostatus, analyses have found
no effect of these statutes on
rates of sex without using condoms or on HIV or AIDS incidence,1,3 perhaps in part because
40% of new infections can be
traced to people who don’t know
their HIV status.4
The deterrence rationale is particularly weak for statutes that
neglect scientific evidence on HIV
transmission and prevention. A
majority of Americans with HIV
have achieved viral suppression,
which is proven to reduce, if not
eliminate, transmission risk. Similarly, criminalization of blood
donation neglects the fact that
donated blood is now screened
for HIV before use, resulting in
residual risks that are lower than
1 per 1 million donations, and
Food and Drug Administration
guidelines exclude donors who
may be at risk. Criminalizing
blood donation by people with
HIV doesn’t add to these protections and may discourage donors
from disclosing information on
risk behaviors.
Research increasingly suggests
that HIV-criminalization statutes
can also cause harm. Such laws
may increase HIV-related stigma,
which is linked to poor engagement in care. The possibility of
criminal penalties for known exposure may also encourage people to remain unaware of their
HIV status and to withhold information that is central to partnernotification efforts. One analysis,
for example, found that HIV testing decreased after there was
media coverage of HIV-specific
prosecutions.5 Providers have also
reported that criminalization inhibits trusting relationships with
their patients with HIV, potential-

ly leading to deferred ART treatment (and reducing its potential
for preventing transmission).
Unlike most state legislation penalizing HIV exposure, California’s
new misdemeanor statute reflects
up-to-date science. The law applies
only to people who know they have
an infectious disease, who act with
specific intent to transmit the disease to another person, who engage in conduct posing a substantial risk of transmission without
attempting to prevent transmission, and who transmit the disease
to someone who doesn’t know that
the person is infected. Behaviors
such as spitting and biting aren’t
considered to pose substantial
risk, and acquiring an infection
while pregnant and refusing treatment while pregnant are specifically exempted. The statute encompasses all infectious diseases,
not just HIV — which may mitigate HIV-related stigma.
We believe that California’s new
legislation is a meaningful improvement over its former law,
although the remaining misdemeanor charge may still permit
discriminatory enforcement based
on race and sex. HIV status may
also still be used as a sentence
enhancement for some nonconsensual sex offenses.
California is not alone in taking a more evidence-based and
less stigmatizing approach to HIV
prevention. In 2016, for example,
Colorado repealed two HIV-criminalization laws and modernized
its statutory language regarding
sexually transmitted infections.
But additional developments counsel against optimism; the Ohio
Supreme Court recently upheld a
charge of felonious assault for people with HIV who have sex without disclosing their HIV status.
Laws criminalizing HIV exposure and transmission can distract from the real challenges inn engl j med 378;13
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volved in preventing the spread of
HIV, and they fail to account for
the structural factors that underlie risk. We believe existing HIVcriminalization statutes should
continue to be restructured,
amended, or repealed. A broadbased harm-reduction approach
could involve modernizing statutory language on infectious disease, updating prosecutorial guidelines, developing guidance to
support HIV treatment and testing efforts that may be affected
by laws, and supporting research
into how criminal statutes affect
HIV prevention and treatment.
By providing draft language for
amended legislation and crafting
model policies for public health
authorities, researchers and advocates can help states move toward more evidence-based and
effective responses to HIV.
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